PRESS CONFERENCE

In order to make many people aware of our work and the transparency of the work we do, the team of Gopali Youth Welfare Society conducted a press conference on 9th NOV 2019. Through this, people who would like to help the society were able to find a medium through which they can help the society. Our President Mr. Mrinal Kanti Banja gave a brief presentation on motivation, journey, working, perks, and achievements of Gopali Youth Welfare Society from the very start of the Organization.

STUDENT SPEAKS

“From helping me explore dancing, technology or sports, to providing me with an amazing environment of quality education and a lot of lovely friends, I can never really thank these people for this. They are highly supportive, caring and always looking in to help me with academics and make me learn different skills through CCA and different events; either happening in IIT or at different schools.” says a girl of class 4 when asked about what she feels about us.

TALK WITH PARENTS

Being aware of how hard it is to raise money, parents are always in for any kind of mental or physical support they can provide. From attending all the Parent Teacher Meetings to being completely updated about their child’s performance, they believe that this is a golden chance for their children to explore and learn which wasn’t possible otherwise. They really look upon us for their child’s development and future.
Under the initiative AAROHAN, students of Mother Teresa Hall of Residence, IIT Kharagpur distributed notebooks, stationery, and food items to the children of Jagriti Vidya Mandir on the eve of Children’s day. The Hall President of Mother Teresa Hall of Residence stated that they had conducted a "Children's Day donation drive" in their hostel in which all the boarders came forward and showed their immense interest in helping the needy.

Adventure Activities for the students of JVM in association with Technology Adventure Society (TAdS) was held in IIT Kharagpur near Technology Students Gymkhana. Multiple activities for the students were conducted which includes zorbing, archery and jumping jacks. It was a good extra-curricular activity for the students of JVM. Also, we successfully created a venue to involve students of IIT Kharagpur in some social activities.

After successfully conducting the cleanliness-drive in many parts of India, with the encouragement that we got from the people, we expanded our LIGHT (Living In Greater Horizons Together) team in Palakkad and Sukhmani for the reach of our help to many more needy people.